PLAINTIFF’S DEMAND FOR SETTLEMENT

Now comes the Plaintiff and does demand settlement and restoration of her virtual property and compensation as follow: Federal law prohibits Defendants embezzle, and to destroy, lock up, delete, or hide virtual property.

Plaintiff is seeking
$2 Million for 4 years of embezzled earnings on channel #1 Natasha78d
$750,000 for channel #2, YouTube embezzled 100% and will not monetize her now.
$500,000 for her sources that have been derailed in trying to contact her on her own channels and give her information.

$2 Million from Google for her fake profile, abusing her on their website, hiding her data and posts, and rearranging her own “fake profile” with a false narrative and cyber bullies.

$200,000 from Blogspot for failing to monetize her
$500,000 from Twitter lockout of her main account @LifecoachNV16
$500,000 Facebook
$100,000 Go Fund Me

Defendants attorneys have FAILED to deal in good faith, to restore virtual property. The Attorneys have betrayed the Plaintiffs in phase 1 and are not doing their jobs, they have to resolve this matter, and restore the accounts immediately under federal law.

Natasha DeLima